Meeting Spaces by Gefen

SOLUTIONS FOR BETTER MEETING SPACES

Connect, communicate, and collaborate in meeting spaces designed to fit your organization’s specific needs and budget with AV solutions from Gefen.
Standard Meeting Space

TRADITIONAL MEETING ROOM MEETS MODERN CONNECTIVITY.

The quintessential conference room, perfect for small team meetings. This multipurpose meeting space is ready to handle anything, supporting plug-and-play connectivity of any format and resolutions up to 4K Ultra HD, along with 3rd party control.

---

Room Specification

- Supports 5 to 10 participants
- Most common meeting space, frequent daily use
- Single or Dual display
- Local AV sources (Media Player, Blu-Ray)
- Conference/Telephony System

Room Requirements

- Connect any source to primary and secondary displays
- Intuitive switching to the last presenter who connects
- Basic collaboration tools: share any size file, chat, stream HD video, turn the main display into a whiteboard
- Easy-to-use touch control system (over Ethernet) for any device in the room
Room Specification

- Supports 5 to 10 participants
- Most common meeting space, frequent daily use
- Single or Dual display
- Local AV sources (Media Player, Blu-Ray)
- Conference/Telephony System

SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

- EXT-MFP
- EXT-4K300A-MF-41-HBTLS
- EXT-4K600A-MF-51-HBTLS
- EXT-UHDA-HBTL-RX
- EXT-WHD-1080P-SR
- EXT-WHD-1080P-SR-TX
- EXT-DVI-1CAT5-SR
- EXT-UHD-CAT5-ELRPOL
- GTB-UHD600-HBT
- EXT-DVIKA-HBT2
Large Meeting Space

**HIGH OCCUPANCY COMBINED WITH HIGH PRODUCTIVITY.**

Governing bodies, and executive boards, even large teams can gather and access all the data they need in this meeting space that merges form and function. A single large main display is replaced with 4 displays mounted two by two, where each screen can function independently or as part of a single video wall. Additional displays mounted alongside walls allow content to be viewed from any seat at the table. Utilizing Gefen’s AV over IP technology, any AV source, or workstation in the organization can be displayed and operated from any screen in any combination making it easy for teams to collaborate and access information to make actionable decisions.

**Room Specification**
- Supports up to 25 participants, and multiple presenters
- Large single or multi table environment
- Video wall main display, additional secondary displays
- Ultra HD Video Conferencing
- Multiple local and remote AV sources
- Dedicated surface control panel

**Room Requirements**
- Effortless Connectivity from anywhere in the building.
- Dynamic display system that supports collaboration
- Seamlessly Integrates computer, AV, and video conferencing
- Control any device in the room over Ethernet
- High-end audio with audio control
- Support for Smart Boards (interactive whiteboard) on main display
- Seamless integration with any device in the room

HIGH OCCUPANCY COMBINED WITH HIGH PRODUCTIVITY.
Room Specification

- Supports up to 25 participants, and multiple presenters
- Large single or multi table environment
- Video wall main display, additional secondary displays
- Ultra HD Video Conferencing
- Multiple local and remote AV sources
- Dedicated surface control panel

SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

EXT-HD-VWC-144
EXT-UHD600A-VWC-14
EXT-HD-MVSL-441
EXT-UHD600A-MVSL-41
EXT-HD-SL-444
EXT-CU-LAN
EXT-DPKA-LANS-TX
EXT-DPKA-LANS-RX
EXT-UHDKA-LANS-TX
EXT-UHDKA-LANS-RX
EXT-DVIKA-LANS-TX
EXT-DVIKA-LANS-RX
EXT-VGAKA-LANS-TX
EXT-VGAKA-LANS-RX
EXT-UHDV-KA-LANS-TX
EXT-UHDV-KA-LANS-RX
EXT-UHD-LANS-TX
EXT-UHD-LANS-RX
EXT-ADA-LAN-TX
EXT-ADA-LAN-TX
Small Meeting Space

This budget friendly meeting space is perfect for casual or impromptu small team gatherings. Each team can (wired or wirelessly) share content to a shared screen using Gefen’s Automatic switching to presenter when connecting a device. When not in use, the display switches to digital signage content.

HUDDLE, SCRUM, OR GATHER.

Room Specification
- Supports up to 4 participants
- Open or semi enclosed meeting space with small work surface
- Single Ultra HD or HD Display
- Analog VGA or digital HDMI connectivity

Room Requirements
- No setup, ready to walk up and use
- Automatic switching to presenter when connecting a device
- Wirelessly connect laptops and HDMI sources
- Make use of space when not being used with digital signage
Room Specification

- Supports up to 4 participants
- Open or semi enclosed meeting space with small work surface
- Single Ultra HD or HD Display
- Analog VGA or digital HDMI connectivity

SUGGESTED PRODUCTS

EXT-UHDV-WP-HBTLS-TX

EXT-UHDV-HBTLS-TX

EXT-UHDA-HBTL-RX

GTV-WHD-60G

EXT-WHD-1080P-SR

EXT-WHD-1080P-SR-DX